
Overview 
Native American oral traditions chronicle 
geologic events in the recent history of 
Mount Rainier. These stories are read, in-
terpreted, and illustrated by students with 
the use of storyboards. 

Teacher Background
This activity provides information 
about how some of the earliest human 
inhabitants in the Pacific Northwest 
witnessed geologic activity at Mount 
Rainier. Native Americans used oral, 
rather than written, communication 
to pass down historical information, 
heritage, and traditions (see sidebar on 
“Story Telling as a Talent”) 

Native Americans settle near the Cascade 
Volcanoes

The first humans to live in the vicinity 
of the Cascade volcanoes arrived during 
a period of climatic warming at the end 
of the last great Ice Age approximately 
10,000 years ago. Early inhabitants west 
of the Cascades encountered a landscape 
undergoing a vast transformation from 
glacial to vegetative cover. Gigantic 
glacial floods abated east of the Cascades, 
which permitted revegetation of freshly 
scoured land surfaces and river channels. 

These first inhabitants consisted of 
foragers who ranged widely across the 
landscape and had the skills to utilize a 
variety of plants and animals from their 
local environments. Approximately 3,000 
to 4,000 years ago, most people settled 
into villages along the waterways where 
they had easy access to their canoes and 
nearby food sources, especially salmon. 
Villagers became expert at seasonal 
harvesting and preserving.

Learner Objectives:
Students will:
        ● Recognize that humans and volcanic
       activity at Mount Rainier coexisted
       during the past 10,000 years
       ●  Recognize how people have used
      metaphors to interpret volcanic activity
       ●  Identify and interpret the main points
       of a story

Setting:   Classroom

Timeframe:   50 minutes 

Introducing the Native American Tribes 
near Mount Rainier 

Exploring Native American Interpreta-
tions of Geologic Events 

Materials:
Introducing the Native American Tribes 
near Mount Rainier 

●  Graphic of “Map of Native American
  Tribes Near Mount Rainier” 

Grade Level: 5-9

Fire, Flood and Fury !
Geologic Events at Mount Rainier in 
Native American Oral Traditions
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Native Americans witness volcanic 
eruptions

Volcanic activity at Cascade Range 
volcanoes has been frequent and dramatic 
throughout the last 10,000 years. Most 
volcanoes in the Cascades have lit the skies 
with eruptions during the period between 
the beginning of settlements and the present. 
Mount Rainier experienced remarkable 
changes during this period. Hundreds of 
eruptions produced volcanic rock and ash 
that enlarged the volcano. At one point, a 
large piece of the volcano disappeared during 
a massive landslide, but the mountain rebuilt 
itself. Rock debris from lahars (volcanic 
mudflows) buried valley floors repeatedly, 
sometimes as far away as 100 km (60 miles) 
from their source on Mount Rainier.

The ancestors of people now affiliated 
with tribes such as the Cowlitz, Nisqually, 
Squaxin Island, Puyallup, Muckleshoot and 
Yakama observed many volcanic events and 
depicted them through stories in an attempt 
to understand the world. People on the west 
side of the Cascades told their stories in 
various dialects of the Salishan language, 
while those on the east side spoke in dialects 
of the Sahaptin language. The name of the 
mountain varied with the dialect—Tacobed, 
Taqo’men, Takhoma, and Tahoma. These 
words are interpreted most often as “the 
mountain,” but have also been expressed as 
“snow peak” or “water/young person.”  
The stories provided in this activity are 
selected from broader collections available 
in local bookstores and libraries. From the 
descriptions, we can understand the kinds of 
geologic events that happened in the past, 
though the timing is less well known. These 
stories provide early human narratives about 
volcanic impacts in the Pacific Northwest—
the same hazards facing people today.

Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

●  Graphic “Early Observer Views Mount
   Rainier and a Lahar Spreading over
   the Valley Floor”

Exploring Native American Interpreta-
tions of Geologic Events

●  Copies of “Fire, Flood, and Fury-
   Native American Stories of Mount
   Rainier” student page 

●  Copies of “Fire, Flood, and Fury-
   Native American Stories of Mount
   Rainier”  teacher discussion questions

 

Vocabulary:  Lahar, metaphor

Skills:   Communicating, presenting

Benchmarks:

Please see the Mount Rainier National 
Park Education Program website for
the most recent alignment of these 
activities with Washington State and

http://www.nps.gov/mora/forteachers/
curriculummaterials.htm
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Who were the Native Americans That 
Lived near Mount Rainier?

1

Survival in the Pacific Northwest required continuous hunting, gathering and storing food. 
The land on and around Mount Rainier provided much for their daily needs.

West of the Cascades

Inhabitants on the west side of Mount Rainier (now members 
of the Nisqually, Squaxin Island, Puyallup, Cowlitz and 
Muckleshoot Tribes) lived with relative ease most of the 
time. Everything required for their livelihood was found in 
abundance in the world around them. Cedar trees supplied 
wood for construction of their multi-family longhouses, canoes, 
articles of clothing, and household goods. They obtained food 
easily because nearby rivers, wetlands, and shorelines teemed 
with life. Salmon was their staple food, but meats, shellfish, 
berries, bulbs, roots, and other wild plants were also eaten.

East of the Cascades

Inhabitants on the east side (now primarily affiliated with the 
Yakama Nation)hunted on the high ground where deer and elk 
were plentiful. They harvested berries, bulbs, roots, and other 
wild plants from the land around them.

People from both sides of the Cascades ventured to the slopes of 
Mount Rainier for foraging and hunting. Because the rock at Mount 
Rainier was not suitable for making sharp-edged implements, the 
people carried most tool-making materials with them. Goat wool, 
highly sought for clothing, was obtainable at Mount Rainier. All of 
the tribes recognized the mountain as a source of water, life, 
and inspiration. 

Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .
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The Lake on Mount Rainier
A young man carried shell offerings to the mountain’s icy summit and 
camped by a lake within the crater rim. The presence of lake water at 
the summit impressed him, and he became convinced that the lake 
would one day drain. When the lake did drain, water swept away trees 
from where the city of Orting now exists, and left the area covered 
with stones.  Some believe that this story refers to a lahar (volcanic mudflow) 
that swept across the Puyallup River valley.

The Mountains
This classic story of jealousy between two wives (two mountains) is used 
to explain how Taqo’men (Mount Rainier) lost its original summit. The 
reference to an event where the volcano’s “head broke off ” could refer to 
one or more large landslides that removed summit rocks.

The Husband and Wife Arguement
According to this story, feuding Mount Rainier and Mount St. Helens 
erupted simultaneously. The suggestion that Mount St. Helens knocked 
the top off Mount Rainier is intriguing.

Tacobed and Changer
The story speaks of Tacobed (the Puyallup name for Mount Rainier) 
growing taller and broader, like a monster devouring people who 
harvested berries on its slopes. The people asked their divine being 
the Changer) to rescue them. After a contest with Changer, Tacobed’s 
blood vessels burst causing streams of blood that rushed down her 
sides, followed by rivers of water, then quiescence. Some people 
interpret the blood as lava and the rivers that followed as lahars 
(volcanic mudflows) and/or present-day rivers.

The Miser of Mount Rainier
(For more advanced readers who can do research). Volcanic activity serves as 
the impetus for life transformation in this classic story of personal conversion 
from greediness to benevolence.

2

Commentaries on the Native American 
Stories in this Activity

Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

PUYALLUP

COWLITZ

COWLITZ

PUYALLUP

NISQUALLY
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Storytelling is a Talent3

Stories can be told by anyone. A storyteller changes the focus or emphasis of a story in an 
elastic manner, depending on the audience’s needs. Native Americans developed skills and 
talents such as, hunting, tool making, healing or storytelling that were beneficial to the entire 
tribe. Individuals born into families with specific gifts were groomed to use and bequeath 
that knowledge. Storytelling still plays a major role in passing down the traditions, heritage, 
and history of Native American tribes.  

Storytelling and legends taught native people lessons they needed to know—the way to live 
safely and harmoniously within their society and nature. Often, the vehicles Native Americans 
used were metaphors to relate these stories to everyday life. In using metaphor to teach 
aspects of culture, Native Americans did not always distinguish the sacred from the secular. 
Characters in stories who personify human traits are as sacred as characters who personify 
non-human deities or elements. In one personification, native people saw Mount Rainier as a 
mother providing bounties of food and medicinal plants, cedar and yew materials, meat and 
fur-bearing animals. In an alternate incarnation, Mount Rainier was the hallowed residence 
of spirits, a place where intruders who climbed above an invisible line were punished with 
death.

Native people who lived in the Mount Rainier area told many stories that recorded geologic 
events and warned of the hazards of living in a volcanic area. For example, the Puyallup 
Tribe tells a story of conflict between Tacobed (Mount Rainier) and Changer (the creator 
of all things). Tacobed and Changer hold a contest to see who can be the highest. The story 
shows people’s awareness of the growth of a volcanic cone. In the story, Changer builds a fire 
inside Tacobed until the grease inside begins to drip and her insides get smoky. After a time, 
she ceases to move and Changer pronounces her dead. The dying fire may describe native 
people’s observation that Rainier, compared to more eruptive volcanoes in the Cascades, had 
grown quiet. Other stories describe the 500-year-old Electron Mudflow that inundated the 
land near Orting (see The Lake on Mount Rainier).

Through the use of metaphor, native people explained natural history and geologic events at 
Mount Rainier, and understood these events as shapers and transformers of human affairs. 
Their oral traditions survive today and provide an important record of ancient historical 
events.  

Europeans who first settled in the Pacific Northwest roughly two hundred years ago also 
observed volcanic activity at Rainier. They communicated their stories through written 
documents, journals, and mass media publications. Today, geologists use scientific methods 
to study and decipher Mount Rainier’s geologic record, expanding the scope of knowledge 
beyond anecdote. We can benefit from interpreting the rock formations and oral traditions 
of the Native Americans by discovering and understanding the evidence of past geologic and 
volcanic activity at Mount Rainier in anthropological and scientific terms. In this way, we 
can more effectively anticipate the kinds of eruptive events common to Mount Rainier and 
prepare for the future.

Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

The New World Dictionary describes “metaphor” as “a figure of speech 
containing an implied comparison…where a word or phrase usually and 
primarily applied to one thing is applied to another.” Native Americans used 
metaphor commonly to describe and catalog events in the world around them. 
Take the time to introduce your students to the concept before conducting the 
activity. The sidebar "Story Telling as a Talent" provides background information 
about their use of metaphor.

Procedure
Introducing the Native American Tribes Near Mount Rainier

Introduce the Native American tribes that lived near Mount Rainier by using the map and 
teacher-led discussion.

Display the graphics “Map of American Indian Tribes near Mount Rainier” and “ 
Early Observer Views Mount Rainier and a Lahar Spreading over the Valley
Floor”

1. Use information in the background section and sidebars to guide students in a 
    discusion about why they think Native Americans may have lived near Mount
    Rainier.

2. Point out the Native American groups and their tribal symbols on the map. Tribal
    names represent the modern remnant of previously larger populations. 

3. Ask students to explain what the symbols tell us about features of importance to
    each Native American group.

4. Query students about why Native Americans ventured onto the slopes of Mount
    Rainier. What animals, plants, and rocks from Mount Rainier’s slopes might these
    people have used?

5. Did Mount Rainier hold spiritual value? How does Mount Rainier hold value for
    inhabitants of the region today?

6. Discuss the definition and examples of metaphors. How might Native Americans
    have used metaphors in their stories about events?

Consider inviting a local Native American storyteller, members of 
your local storytelling guild, or your school’s drama/theater group 
to read aloud or act out the stories in this activity.
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

Exploring Native American Interpretations of Geologic
Events

Examine and interpret five Native American stories about geologic events at Mount Rainier
by making a storyboard.

It is highly recommended that the teacher read the story or stories 
used before class. Some stories may not be appropriate for younger 
students.

1. Divide the class into groups of 5 to 6 persons.

2. Provide each group with one of the stories in “Fire, Flood, and Fury—Native American
    Stories of Mount Rainier” student page.

3. Instruct each group to read their story aloud within their group.
 
4. Choose the level of discussion and activity below that is most appropriate for your
    students.

5. Use the “Fire, Flood, and Fury–Native American Stories of Mount Rainier” teacher 
    discussion questions to foster additional thought.

Option 1:  Instruct students to make a storyboard depicting their story.

     ◆ Explain that a storyboard is a cartoon rendering of the story. The storyboard is divided
        into frames, and each frame contains a student illustration depicting a scene.

     ◆ The storyboard should include 2-5 illustrations of scenes from the story.

     ◆ Students decide which scenes to include that will depict their interpretation.

Option 2:  Direct students to make a storyboard, explain the storyboard to the class, then
                   narrate or perform the story as a skit from their storyboard renderings. 
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

Adaptations                                                                     

◆ Instead of using a storyboard, discuss and read the stories aloud as a class.

◆ In place of the storyboard, instruct each student group to write their interpretations of the
   story. Ask each group to share their interpretations with the class.

◆ In classes for younger students, draw a storyboard on large poster paper. Display the
   storyboard while reading the story, and then discuss the scenes with students.

◆ Use stories about volcanic activity at other Cascade volcanoes. Students can find these
   stories using the Internet and library resources.

Extensions                                                                       
  

◆ Learn all you can about the Native Americans living near Mount Rainier using computer
    research or library resources.

◆ Interview a Native American who lives near one of the volcanoes in the Cascades about
   the significance of the volcano in their culture.

◆ Make a poster-size version of the “Map of Native American Tribes near Mount Rainier.”
   Attach to the poster stories, photos, and drawings of people interacting with Mount 
   Rainier to the poster.

◆ Write your own explanation to describe a volcanic eruption in the Cascades.

◆ Interview people in your family about geologic events (e.g., volcanic eruptions, 
   earthquakes, tsunamis, large floods) that they remember happening in their lifetimes.

◆ Use video, audiotapes, photos and written records to assemble a record of uncommon
    and extraordinary natural events that have occurred in your community.

Assessment
For assessment, review the storyboards and look for evidence of student recognition that 
humans and volcanic activity have coexisted at Mount Rainier for many millennia; that 
people have used metaphor to interpret volcanic activity; and that students can identify and 
interpret the main points of a story. Assess application to real-world situations by assigning 
an additional storyboard that depicts current natural events.
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

Teacher Discussion Questions
General Questions
Q:  What might scientists hope to learn from these stories?  

A:  Native stories provide very general information about the occurrence of volcanic events 
    and how the events affected local populations.  In some cases, Native stories tell us about

    events that either left no geologic deposits or deposits that are hard to find.  

The Lake on Mount Rainier

Q:  Tacobed tells the grandfather that Tacobed’s head will burst open. What is the fate of water
       within the lake at the mountain summit? What does this mean for the land below.
A:  The lake on Tacobed will drain and pour down the flanks of the volcano, carrying away
       rock debris and vegetation that will bury the valley floor.

Q:  Geologists know that a lahar (volcanic mudflow) gushed from Mount Rainier, poured over
       the land, and flooded the present site of Orting around 500 years ago. Does this story 
       describe first-hand knowledge of the flood? 

A:  The story describes the mudflow that settled in the present site of Orting, but it is not first
hand knowledge. Each generation of inhabitants delivered the story orally to the next, the
story perhaps changing in detail.

 

The Mountains

Q:  What characters are the mountains? What are their relationships?
A:  White Mountain or Patu is Mount Adams. He is the Husband of two wives—Taqo’men

(Mount Rainier) and Lawelatla (Mount St. Helens).

Q:  What do you think the fighting between these characters describes? 

A:  The fighting describes two mountains (Mount Rainier and Mount St. Helens) erupting in
the same general period of time.

Q:  What happens to Taqo’men?  What do you think that symbolizes?
A:  Taqo’men is hit on the head and her head falls off. This could symbolize the change in

shape of Mount Rainier’s volcanic cone caused by a volcanic eruption or landslide.

The Husband and Wife Argument

Q:  What is the rumbling heard by Xwa’ni? What is its source?  
A:  Xwa’ni heard rumbling from Lawelatla (Mount St. Helens) and Takhoma (Mount Rainier).
      The two volcanoes erupted (fought, as told in this story).
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

Q: Lawelatla blows her top. What could this symbolize? Takhoma’s head is knocked off.
      What does that communicate?
A:  Lawelatla’s blowing her top symbolizes Mount St. Helens erupting. Takhoma’s head 
      being knocked off describes how Mount Rainier’s volcanic cone changed shape after 
      the eruption. The description may indicate that part of the volcano was removed by 
      eruption of rock fragments or by collapse in a landslide.

Q: This very old story describes simultaneous eruptions of Mount Rainier and Mount 
      St. Helens. The story of eruptions at multiple volcanoes was told long before scientists 
      discovered physical evidence of their occurrence. How might the reports of these 
      simultaneous eruptions be of value to scientists and planners who wish to prepare for
      future events? 

A:  Scientific evidence enables scientists and planners to theorize that the eruptions were 
      “simultaneous” within a human generation. These “simultaneous” eruptions of Mount
      St. Helens and Rainier could have occurred around 2,500 to 2,600 years ago, between
      1480 and 1583, or between 1843 and 1850. Multiple volcanoes have erupted during the
      same general time period in the past; they could do so again.

Tacobed and Changer

Q: Native people respected and feared natural forces. Why do you think they created this 
      story? How did this story help them understand nature? 

A:  All cultures seek explanations for the origin of features and events familiar to them.
      They created this story to comprehend the origin of the two mountain ranges (Cascades
      and Olympics) and to explain why Mount Rainier erupted in the past but not at the time
      when the story was told.

Q: Why is Tacobed getting bigger?  
A:  Tacobed is getting bigger because it is erupting and depositing volcanic materials on its
       flanks.

Q: What might have made native people change their opinion of Tacobed and see her as a
      monster? 
A:  An eruption that destroyed the land might have caused native people to change their 
      opinion of Tacobed.

Q: Before Tacobed turned into a monster, she provided life-sustaining substances to the people. 
      What did she give them?  
A:  She provided food (salmon) and water.
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Fire, Flood and Fury continued. . .

Q: When Tacobed draws in a very deep breath, she bursts her blood vessels, and the blood
       gushes and pours down her sides. What does blood do for a body? Why does this native
       story see the gushing fluid as blood?  
A:  Blood and hot lava can both be red. Blood gives the body life. The gushing fluid coming
       from Tacobed is described as blood because the life and activity of the mountain is taken
       away and the mountain becomes harmless.
 
Q:  The blood is changed into rivers of water. Why is water important?  What promise does
       Changer make about the water? 
A:  Water is necessary for humans. Changer promises that Tacobed will remain harmless;
       fish will return to the rivers. The story tells how a volcano, after an active period, regains
       its calm. Wildlife and plants will return to the volcano’s slopes and provide sustenance.  
 
Q: Do you think Tacobed is dead or napping?

A:  Tacobed is napping.

The Miser of Mount Rainier

Q: The old man takes all the hiaqua he can find.  Why does this make Sahale angry? 
      What is the punishment? 
A:  This made Sahale angry because he did not leave any hiaqua as an offering to the
       tamanowas powers that helped him discover the treasure. Sahale punished the old man
       by causing a great storm, burying the man in snow, sending demons, erupting fire and
       ash, and causing water to pour down the slopes of the volcano from the lake at the 
       summit of the volcano.

Q: What evidence in the story tells us Mount Rainier is a volcano? 
A:   Sahale erupted fire (perhaps lava and pyroclastic flows) and the air became thick and
        hot (ash). Water flowed from the summit, which may have been the summit lake draining
       or lahars (mud flows).

Q:  What changes does he see in the mountain? 

A:  The mountain lost its top and generally changed shape.
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American Indian Tribes
near Mount Rainier



Early Observer Views Mount Rainier 
and a Lahar Spreading over the 

Valley Floor

Drawing by Linda Feltner, Seattle, Washington, used with permission
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